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Re: Docket R2019-1 Market-Dominant Price Change lû!$ N0V -2 P l' 03

My name is Elizabeth Kestler, and my mailing address is 104 s rowa st,ryôffi#Gur-AT0RY

MT 59425. I sell small items online as a business through the venues 
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Etsy. I would like to submit a request that the commission not approve the

portion of the case documents that change First Class Package Service to zone-

based pricing. As the commission surely knows, the united states postal

Service has the only small packet shipping service available in the United States.

Ïherefore, all changes to the First Class Package Service affect all citizens that

ship small packets regularly, especially for business. There are several problems

with the change to zone-based pricing for this service. one is that, as can be

clearly seen from the documents submitted, the price increase on some small

packets is much higher than an across the board price increase. Thankfully,

venues such as eBay and Etsy do provide access to commercial USpS prices,

but even under the commercial pricing chart, there is over a $0.S0 difference

between zones 1 and 8. Packets under 1 pound don't cost much to ship and

don't require special shipment avenues. Such an increase seems exorbitant.

For U.S. sellers who have to compete with Chinese sellers (who have subsidized

small packet shipping and therefore offer shipping for free), an increase like that

will be detrimental. lt also requires listings to have computed shipping instead of

a flat rate - and this decreases listing views and consequenfly, sales. lt would

not be right or even economicalto do an average flat price, since that would be

both punishing someone in ldaho for the price that it would have been in say,

Detroit, but also would result in revenue loss every time the actual shipping cost

went over the average. Unfortunately, due to the nature of where populations

are larger, I would expect more buyers to be from higher zones than lower.

Buyers gave me lower ratings on 'shipping cost'for months after the last usps
First Class Package Service price increase (because apparently $2.66 instead of

$2.52 is worth one less star regardless of what I'm paying myself) and this would

be much worse. I understand periodic price increases to adjust for inflation and

market changes. However, zone-based pricing for First Class packages seems



unnecessary and would be very burdensome to small sellers like me. So I

entreat you, the commission, again, to not approve this specific pricing change


